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neoPrep+ Certification Plan 
Starter->Pre-A1        

Starter->Pre-A1 Unit & Lessons Main Learning Points Topics / Comments 

U1 Four People 

Letters: A-D 

Numbers: 1 – 10 

Vocabulary: Everyday Objects 

Listening: Four People 

Dialog: What's your name? 

Grammar: She/He/It 

Letters & Numbers Quiz: A-D,1-10 

• Demonstratives (this, that) This is a book. 

These are four pencils. 

• Pronouns: he, she, it, I, you, they 

• Singular/Plural: book(s), pencil(s), 

• Wh- questions: Where is she from? Where 

does she come from? What is his name? 

What are their names? 

• Present tense: come from, is from 

• Subject-verb agreement: I am, 

she/he/it/is they are. She comes from 

Mexico. They are students. 

• Wh- questions: Who is from England? 

What’s your name? Where are you from? 

• Yes-No questions: Is Ana from Mexico? 

➢ Classroom objects: This is 

a chair. It is a computer. 

➢ Country & Nationality: She 

comes from Mexico. She’s 

Mexican. 

➢ Letters: Alphabet A–D 

➢ Numbers: 1–10  

U2 Men and Women 

Letters: E-H 

Numbers: 11 – 20 

Vocabulary: Everyday Actions 

Listening: Men and Women  

Dialog: How are you? 

Grammar: am/is/are 

Time: Time Expressions 

Letters & Numbers: Quiz 

Vocabulary: Quiz 

• Demonstratives (these, here) 

• Commands: open the door; close the 

book 

• Subject-verb agreement: This person is a 

man. These two people are men. 

• Be, do, Contractions, Negations: They’re, 

He’s, She’s, isn’t, I’m, Who’s, that’s, where’s 

• Possessive Pronouns: her, his, their 

➢ Numbers: 11–20 

➢ Everyday Actions: Stand up. 

Sit down. Open your book. 

➢ Gender: This person is a 

man. She’s a woman. 

➢ Time: 1:00 – 12:00; It is one 

o’clock. 

U3 Countries and Cities 

Letters: I – L 

Numbers: 0 – 100 

Vocabulary: Everyday Objects 

Listening: Countries and Cities 

Dialog: Hot Seat 

Grammar: She's/He's/It's 

Grammar: Quiz 

Time: Time Expressions 

• Adjectives: green, red, open, closed, short, 

long 

• Location: The country on the right is India. 

• Singular/Plural: city/cities, 

country/countries 

• Be, do, Contractions, Negations: She’s, 

He’s, It’s, They’re, I’m 

• Wh- questions:  What country is this? 

Where are you from? 

• Yes-No questions: Is this Canada? 

➢ Numbers: 0-100 

➢ Everyday Objects: map, 

clock, line, ruler, watch, 

circle, etc. 

➢ Countries and Cities: 

London is in England. 

U4 Names and Ages 

Letters: M - P 

Time: Time Expressions 

Vocabulary: Everyday Actions 

Listening: Names and Ages 

Dialog: Can you speak Spanish? 

Grammar: Her/His/My/Your 

Letters: Q - T 

Letters & Numbers: Quiz 

Vocabulary: Quiz 

• It is + time: It is eleven twenty. 

• Commands: write your name, read a 

book, ask a question, etc. 

• Possessives: her first name; the boy’s 

name… 

• Subject-verb agreement: My mother 

comes from…; They are both 15 years 

old. 

• Present tense: is, are, can 

• Can/Can’t: can speak Spanish 

➢ Letters & Numbers: 

Alphabet M – T  

➢ Time: 1:15; 2:45 

➢ Classroom actions: Draw a 

line, read a book, turn on 

the light, write your name, 

ask a question, etc. 

➢ Basic personal 

information: first/last 

name and age. 
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➢ Languages: I can speak 

Spanish. 

➢ Ability: I can speak a little 

Russian. 

U5 Tom’s Family 

Letters: U – W 

Numbers: Ordinals and Fractions 

Vocabulary: Spatial Relations 

Listening: Tom's Family 

Dialog: What time is it? 

Grammar: Is/Are/Do…?  

Calendar: A Week 

Letters & Numbers: Quiz 

• Position Preposition: The book is on the 

table. The ball is in front of the computer. 

• Possessives: Tom’s family; his father’s 

name; her name… 

• Can/Can’t: can speak Spanish, can’t play 

the violin 

• Singular/Plural: sister(s), languages  

• Wh- questions: Who isn’t a good singer? 

Who can’t sing very well? What time is it? 

Which way is the cafeteria? Which day 

comes between Tuesday and Thursday? 

• Contractions, Negation: can’t; isn’t  

• Present tense: speak, play the violin, sing 

• Yes-No questions: Is Helen from Canada? 

• Subject-verb agreement: She can…; he 

can…; they can…; they are…; he isn’t…; 

They like… 

➢ Letters: Alphabet U – W  

➢ Numbers: Ordinals and 

Fractions 

➢ Spatial Relations: on, 

under, between, next to, etc. 

➢ Calendar: A week 

➢ Age: She’s 13 years old. 

➢ Family relations: sister, 

brother, father, mother, etc. 

➢ Languages: She speaks 

Spanish. 

➢ Ability: She can play it very 

well. 

➢ Time: It is time for lunch. 

➢ Suggestion: let’s eat; let’s 

go. 

➢ Asking & Giving Directions: 

which way is… 

U6 Four Cities 

Letters: X – Z 

Calendar: Months 

Vocabulary: Activities 

Listening: Four Cities 

Dialog: Hot Seat 

Grammar: isn't/aren't/don't 

Grammar: Quiz 

Letters & Numbers Quiz (X-Z, A 

week and Months) 

Vocabulary: Quiz 

• Wh- questions: What is the fifth month of 

the year? What country…; which of these 

cities… 

• Present progressive: He is walking up 

some stairs. They are crossing a street. 

• Subject-verb agreement: This is Paris. 

Mexico City and New York are both in 

North America. Their names are… 

• Contractions, Negation: can’t; isn’t; 

doesn’t; don’t; aren’t  

➢ Letters: Alphabet X – Z  

➢ Calendar: Months 

➢ Everyday actions: walk 

down; sit on 

➢ Cities and Countries: 

Here are four cities. 

➢ Languages: 

In France, French people 

speak French.  

➢ Abilities: 

I can speak Spanish very 

well. 

➢ Age: How old are you? 
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Pre-A1 -> A1        
Pre A1->A1 Unit & Lessons Main Learning Points Topics / Comments 

U1 Ana and Her Family 

Letters: Sounds b,p,d,t,l,r Numbers: 

Large Numbers  

Vocabulary: Body Parts 

Listening: Ana and Her Family 

Dialog: Good morning, Shawn. 

Grammar: live/lives… 

Vocabulary: Body Actions 

Vocabulary: Quiz. 

 

• Adjectives: big ears, little hands, sad face

； Her hair is blue. This man is tired. 

• Subject-Verb Agreement: She lives there 

with her family. They live in a house near a 

park. 

• Wh- questions: Where does Ana’s mother 

work? When does she do homework? 

• Prepositions of location and direction: 

in a house, near a park, from Mexico 

• Present tense: teaches, lives, works, have, 

know; They live in a house near a park. 

Ana goes to school. She does homework 

almost every night. Her father works in a 

bookstore. She teaches English at a high 

school.  

• Present progressive: She’s smiling 

because she’s happy; He’s laughing. 

• Yes-No questions: Is Ana a student? Does 

he live with his family? 

➢ Numbers: Large Numbers 

➢ Body Parts  

➢ She has a small nose. This 

woman has weak legs. 

➢ Emotions 

➢ Sad, happy, angry, tired, etc. 

➢ Occupation: His father 

works for a newspaper. His 

mother is an artist. 

➢ Greeting & Parting: Good 

morning! See you… 

➢ Asking & Giving Time: Do 

you know what time it is? 

➢ Body Actions: 

➢ We hear with our ears. We 

see with our eyes. 

U2 Helen’s Job and Family 

Letters: Sounds m,n,f,g,k 

Numbers: Decimals 

Vocabulary: Transportation 1 

Listening: Helen's Job and Family 

Dialog: Is this your book? 

Grammar: can/can't… 

Vocabulary: Transportation 2 

Letters & Numbers: Quiz 

Vocabulary Quiz 

• Present progressive: These people are 

walking in a crosswalk. He’s riding a 

bicycle. 

• Present tense: comes, teaches, lives, live 

• Wh- questions: Whose book is it? Where is 

she? Why isn’t she here? 

• Yes-No questions: Is Helen a good 

teacher? Can you speak Spanish?   

➢ Numbers: Decimals 

➢ Transportation:  

➢ Take this bus, a fast car, a 

long train; An airplane can 

fly across an ocean. 

➢ Ride a bicycle, get on/off a 

bus 

➢ Occupation:  

➢ She teaches science. He 

drives a police car in the city 

of Toronto. 

➢ Belongings: 

➢ Is this your book? 

➢ Suggestion: Let’s look inside. 

Let’s call her. 

U3 Ana and Tony 

Sounds: ch-, sh-, th- 

Numbers: Money 

Vocabulary: Food 

Listening: Ana and Tony 

Dialog: Hot Seat 

Grammar: What/Where/Who…? 

Grammar: Quiz 

Sounds: bl-, br-, cl-, cr- 

• Present tense: are, live, lives, can speak 

• Wh- questions: How old are they? What’s 

your last name？How do you spell it? Who 

is that? Where does his family live?                                        

➢ Numbers: Money 

➢ Food: orange, milk, fish, a 

bowl of soup 

➢ Personal Information (Age, 

countries, cities, 

occupation, languages.) 

U4 Jobs 

Vocabulary: Jobs 

Reading: Sales Clerk 

• Present tense: love, beat, plays, works, 

sells 

• Present progressive: This chef is tasting a 

soup. The football coach is giving them 

instructions. They are buying a lot of 

blouses! 

• Wh- questions: What is Martin's job? 

• Who buys clothes at Martin's store? 

➢ Jobs: chef, coach, musician, 

fisherman, sales clerk 

➢ Actions: This chef is tasting 

a soup. The children are 

sitting on the football field.  

➢ The football coach is giving 

them instructions. 

➢  Emotions: 
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• How many clerks are in Martin's store? 

•  Adjectives: delicious, tired, active, bored, 

large, quiet, noisy, busy, lonely 

➢ Tired, bored, lonely 

U5 Likes and Abilities 

Sounds: dr-, pl-, pr-, tr- 

Numbers: Prices 

Vocabulary: Food and Actions 

Listening: Likes and Abilities 

Dialog: Do you have any brothers? 

Grammar: him/her/them 

Sounds: sk-, sp-, st- 

Letters & Numbers: Quiz 

Vocabulary: Quiz 

• Present progressive: He is drinking some 

tea. She is cutting an apple. 

• Adverbs of frequency: They usually have 

lunch together in the cafeteria. Sometimes 

they do their homework together in the 

school library. 

• Wh- questions: How much does the 

hamburger cost? What does she do every 

day? Who does he usually have lunch 

with? When is your birthday?  

• Yes-No questions: Do you have any 

brothers or sisters? 

• Object pronouns: him, her, them; His 

friends like him. 

➢ Numbers: prices 

➢ Food and Actions: He’s 

buying some milk. 

➢ Likes & Abilities: She likes 

music. Her parents don’t like 

her music. She does well in 

school. Her favorite subject is 

English.  

➢ Personal Information (Age, 

Family, Birthday) 

U6 Address and Location 

Sounds: -ee, -er, -ing 

Numbers: Math 

Vocabulary: Occupations 1 

Listening: Address and Location 

Dialog: Where are you going? 

Grammar: What/Who/Why…? 

Vocabulary: Occupations 2 

Numbers: Comparing Numbers 

Vocabulary: Quiz 

• There is (existential): There are houses on 

both sides of the park. Is there a bus stop 

near the park? 

• Adverbs of frequency: Helen usually 

takes the 86 bus to school in the morning. 

Sometimes she drives her car to school. 

• Wh- questions: Where are you going?  

• Yes-No questions: Is he going the right 

way? 

• Comparative and superlative 

A is greater than b. A is less than b pus 

c. 

➢ Location & Address: across 

the street from their house; 

both sides of the park; her 

address is 15 Maple Street. 

➢ Schedule: Bus number 38 

comes at 7:05, 7:35 and 

7:50. 

➢ Occupation: artist, taxi 

driver, waiter, nurse, thief, 

janitor 

➢ Numbers: Math:   

➢ + - x / > < = ; 50 is larger 

than 40. 20 is the second 

smallest number. 

U7 Describing People 

Sounds: -le, -or, -dy, -ty 

Vocabulary: Weather & Clothing 

Sounds: -own, -rn, -rm, -st 

Listening: Describing People 

Dialog: Hot Seat 

Grammar: in/at/from/with… 

Grammar: Quiz 

Vocabulary: Time of Day 

Letters & Numbers: Quiz 

• Present progressive: She’s wearing a blue 

school uniform. 

• Adverbs of frequency: Sometimes I do 

and sometimes I don’t. 

• Adjectives: Jim has black hair and brown 

eyes. He’s thin but very strong. 

• Prepositions: in, at, to, from, with, of 

• Past tense: It rained yesterday. Last night 

he watched a movie on TV. 

• Reason and logical connection: He’s thin 

but very strong. She’s smiling because 

she’s happy. 

• Yes-No questions: Do you like 

hamburgers? 

• Wh- questions: Why don’t you like 

hamburgers? 

➢ Weather and clothing: 

Sunny, rainy, cloudy, 

umbrella, coat, sunglasses 

➢ Body Parts: Jean has blond 

hair and blue eyes. 

➢ Likes & Abilities: Do you like 

music? I hate milk. 

➢ Time of Day: morning, 

afternoon, evening, night 

U8 Sports and Games 

Vocabulary: Sports and Games 

Reading: Story about a Runner 

• Present progressive: They are playing a 

tennis match. This girl is playing chess. 

They are singing songs.  

• Adverbs of frequency: usually, always, 

sometimes,  

➢ Personal information: 

(name, occupation, hobby) 

➢ Sports and Games: tennis 

match, playing chess, 

running races 
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• Adjectives: nervous, careless, fantastic, 

noisy, healthy, polite, clear, fair 

• Compound Sentences: 

The rules are clear, so the races are always 

fair. 

• Wh- questions: What does Diane 

sometimes see in the woods? 

How many times a month does Diane 

race? 

How often does Diane win the races? 

➢ Actions: This high school is 

celebrating Sports Day. 

➢ Everybody cheers for their 

classmates. 

➢ They are singing songs. 
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A1->A1+        
A1->A1+ Unit & Lessons Main Learning Points Topics / Comments 

U1 Math: Numbers 

U2 Outdoor Activities 

U3 Ratios 

 

• Demonstratives (this, these, here) 

• Present simple: is, have, like, go, live, dance, 

add, multiply, subtract, divide, etc. 

• Present progressive, be+V(ing): I’m going 

to my math class, are sitting, is doing his 

homework, is brushing, are getting married, 

is looking out the window. 

• Prepositions of location and direction (in, 

at, on, under, inside, around, to, from) 

• Adjectives (red, top, bottom, open, 

beautiful, same, different, new, equal) red 

dress… is open 

• Relative location (here, left, right, inside, 

under the tree, on the left, in the middle, 

with their parents) 

• Pronouns (nominative, possessive) he, his, 

she, her, it, they, their, you, your, I, my 

• be, do, Contractions, Negation: They’re, 

He’s, His, It’s, She’s, You’re, I’m, doesn’t have, 

isn’t a good teacher… 

• Subject-verb agreement: has/have, 

am/is/are, etc. 

• Explanation: It means + infinitive 

• Designation/Reference: one, another, the 

third, the girl on the left, the bottom number 

• Yes/No & Wh-questions: Is she, Does he 

have, What’s her name? Which fraction is 

equal to one half? Who is getting married? 

What are they doing? 

➢ Describing people & 

things 

He has short black hair. 

His backpack is red. His 

book is open. 

Which girl has red hair? 

He’s thirteen years old. 

➢ Introductions & Greetings 

at school 

“Hi, are you a new student 

here?” 

“See you later.” 

➢ Ability & Likes 

He’s good at art, and he 

likes sports. 

She can play the violin. 

➢ Math 1:  Numbers, 

Operations, Fractions, 

Geometrical shapes 

This is the plus sign. It 

means to add. 

A triangle has three sides. 

What is ten minus five? 

Zero point five. One half 

times five. 

➢ Information questions 

How many sides does a 

triangle have? 

How old is Tina?  

Which one is round? What 

is open? 

Where are they? 

➢  Family relations 

His sister is Tina. She has a 

brother. 

The three children are with 

their parents. 

U4 Science: Matter 

U5 Sickness 

U6 Ice 

• Present simple: work, study, sell, have, have 

got, get, build, last, take, start, finish, begin, 

end, give, take up, count, change, heat, cool, 

need, happen, etc. 

• Present progressive, be+V(ing): He’s 

looking at…They are working on a problem. 

She’s selling… 

• Adjectives (large, small, round, square, 

opposite, hot, cold, heavy, light, next, same, 

different, dangerous, etc.) 

• Adverbs of frequency: always, usually, 

often, sometimes… 

• Quantification: some, any, all, a lot, no 

➢ Describing occupations 

He works in a hospital. 

She sells things to people. 

➢ Schedule & Sequence 

Her first class starts at… 

Her third class is 

 math. Her last class is 

science. “What’s your next 

class?” “My first class is…” 

He wakes up at 7:00 every 

morning. His English class 

is after lunch, until 1:50. 

➢ Time & Duration 

It starts at 8:00. It lasts for 
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• Subject Verb Object: she teaches math, he 

helps sick people, she is selling something, 

we need energy… 

• Classification: like, such as, another 

example, a form of… What kind of…One 

kind of energy is light. 

• Time clauses/phrases: for an hour, after he 

gets up, until 1:50, just before lunch, when 

you heat water 

• Wh-questions: What does he do? What is he 

doing? Who has a dangerous job? Where do 

they study? When does she have lunch? How 

long does it last? 

50 minutes. 

How long does it last? 

➢ Science 1: Matter, States 

of Matter, Energy 

Matter can be any size, 

large or small. 

It has length and width. 

Solids have shape. 

Plants get energy from the 

Sun. 

➢ Ability, Potential, &Needs 

It can be round, like a ball. 

We need energy… 

➢ Information questions 

What shape is this ball? 

What happens when you 

heat… How do you change 

a liquid into… 

U7 Geography: The Earth 

U8 School Facilities 

U9 Time Zones 

• Present simple: come, watch, play, work, 

see, hear, need, do, have, sit, eat, go, get, 

turn, spell, mean, take, rotate, turn, travel, 

come up, go down, etc. 

• Present progressive, be+V(ing): They are 

watching…They are going to the same place. 

She is painting the sunset. I’m going there 

too. 

• can, can’t: You can see very far...You can 

hear beautiful music…You can’t play 

outdoor sports...  

• Duration & Length: It takes 24 hours…it’s 

about 25,000 miles long…How long does it? 

How long is it? 

• Purpose & Reason: It’s for concerts. It’s 

because the Earth rotates. Why is there a 

time difference? 

• Directions & Motion: north, south, left, 

right, west is the opposite of east… down the 

hall, turn left, through the sky, from east to 

west, etc. 

• Such as, like: sports such as baseball, a 

place like this 

• there: existential (there are seven 

continents, there isn’t a time difference…) 

• Time clauses/phrases: on Sunday, when it’s 

daytime, when it’s night, at the same time in 

the evening 

• Wh-questions: What is this kind of building 

called?  What kind of sports…How tall is this 

building? What do you need to see a 

concert? 

➢ Classification & Grouping 

of Objects & Places 

Many schools have a 

building like this one. 

You can hear music in a 

place like this. 

This is one of the tallest 

buildings in the world. 

➢ Locations & Asking for 

Directions at School 

“Excuse me, but where is 

room 3B?” “It’s on the 3rd 

floor.” “Which way is it?” 

“How do I get to the third 

floor?” “Go to the end of the 

hallway…” 

 The cafeteria is south of 

the main building. 

➢ Geography 1: Earth, 

Directions, Time Zones 

The equator divides the 

Earth into two 

hemispheres. There are 

seven continents. 

Europe is to the west of 

Asia. The Sun goes down in 

the West. When it’s morning 

in New York, it’s night in…  

➢ Information questions 

What does this mean? How 

do I get there? 

How does she spell her 

name?  

How long is the equator? 

How many continents are 

there? How long is a day? 
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What is the time difference 

between Paris and New 

York? 

➢ Occupations & Activities 

A travel agent sells airline 

tickets. 

A dentist checks teeth. 
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A1+ -> A2   
A1+->A2 Unit & Lessons Main Learning Points Topics / Comments 

U1 English: Types of Words 

U2 Entertainment 

U3 Weather & Climate 

 

• Present Progressive: He’s waiting, it’s 

raining, he’s riding, he’s holding on to, they 

are looking up at, they are wearing warm 

clothes, she is trying to stay dry, she’s 

carrying, a storm is coming, she’s walking 

• Present Simple: like, need, live, have, stay, 

travel, work, look at, include, express, have 

got, etc. 

• Adjectives (warm, cold, hot, clear, cloudy, 

sunny, nice, windy, beautiful, wet, dry, heavy, 

white, blue, good, etc.) 

• because, so: it’s cold, so they are…they are 

wearing warm clothes because it’s cold…the 

sky is clear so they…  

• Prepositions of Place, Time & Direction: 

on sunny days, in cold weather, behind the 

clouds, near the park, at the stars, to school, 

etc. 

• there: existential: there are many clouds in 

the sky, there are many types of… 

• it + condition or state: it’s cold, it’s cloudy, 

it’s fall 

• Yes/No and Wh-questions: Does he have 

any brothers? What are they carrying? What 

kind of weather is it? Which way is the 

school from the shopping center? How are 

her classes? 

➢ Describing the Weather 

It’s cloudy. It’s raining very 

hard. It’s very cold. It isn’t 

too cold. The sky is blue. 

The Sun is shining. 

➢ Location & Map language 

on the corner, near the 

park, several blocks south, 

on the other side of, across 

the street from 

➢ Frequency & Duration 

several times a year, a lot, 

during the week, takes 

about twenty minutes, on 

weekends… 

➢ English 1: Nouns, 

Pronouns, &Verbs 

One type of word is a noun. 

A noun can be a person or 

an animal. Verbs are 

another type of word. How 

many nouns are in this 

sentence? 

➢ Information Questions 

Which of these words is not 

a noun? In this sentence, 

what does the pronoun ‘it’ 

mean? What type of words 

are these words? 

➢ Family Relations 

Her parents are no longer 

married. She stays with her 

mother during the week. 

Her father is an artist. 

U4 Math: Number Types 

U5 Family Activities 

U6 Negative Numbers 

• Future: be going to: They are going to 

meet… they are going to have lunch…Where 

are they going to meet? 

• Comparative/Superlative: less than, more 

than, smaller than, smallest, the biggest, the 

second smallest, more expensive, costs more 

than, costs the most, etc. 

• Countable/Uncountable Quantities: How 

much does it cost? How many are there? 

These numbers are even. 

• Present progressive: This plane is 

arriving… they are getting on a bus… It’s 

carrying many passengers… she’s sitting 

alone… she’s working on a math problem 

• Present simple: travel, take, carry, give 

directions, tell, hold, know, buy, spend, 

prefer, think, ask, need, etc. 

➢ Transportation and 

Means 

Many people take a bus to 

school. 

Some people like to travel 

by train. Taxis are an 

expensive way to travel. 

➢ Prices and Food 

A sandwich is $2.00. A slice 

of pizza and an apple cost 

$1.50. 

➢ Making a 

Suggestion/Asking for 

Help 

“Let’s have lunch together, 

okay?” 
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• can, can’t: They can give you directions. 

Many people can travel on a bus. Large 

airplanes can carry… 

• Adjectives (expensive, long, fast, big, 

important, large, negative, positive, even, 

odd, equal, unequal, etc.) 

• Frequency: always, often, usually, 

sometimes, on some days, etc. 

• there: existential: there are many types of 

trains… there is a coffee shop on the corner 

• Wh-questions: Are any of these numbers 

negative numbers? What is across the street 

from the library? What is east of the park? 

Where can you catch a bus? What kind of 

math problem is she working on? 

“Can you help me?” “Why 

don’t you ask her?” 

➢ Math 2: Number Types, 

Comparing Numbers, and 

Prices 

 Even numbers are 

numbers like 2, 4, and 6. 

These numbers are all 

multiples of two.  Numbers 

greater than zero are 

positive numbers. 5 is less 

than 7.  It’s the smaller of 

the two numbers. The 

largest number is 4 more 

than the smallest number. 

The pizza costs the most.  It 

costs $2.00. 

➢ Information Questions 

How much does she usually 

spend for lunch? How many 

of these numbers are 

negative numbers? Which is 

the larger number? How 

much more is seven than 

five? Which costs more, the 

apple or the orange? How 

much more does it cost? 

➢ Locations of Places of 

Business 

There’s a coffee shop on the 

corner. There is a movie 

theater across the street 

from the library. The 

subway entrance is across 

the street… 

U7 Historical Figures 

U8 Safe Driving 

U9 Confucius 

• Past: regular/irregular verbs: worked, didn’t 

do, went, were, studied, became, taught, 

wrote, died, met, attacked, defeated, led, 

returned, started, got sick, took away, left, 

wanted, killed, fell in love, caused, first he 

bought a ticket, she prepared to fight, etc. 

• Present Perfect, have+V(n): She has 

finished the outline… She hasn’t finished her 

paper. 

• Future: He’ll get a taxi. He’s going to check 

in. He may take a tour. After he rents a car, 

he’s planning to take a tour. 

• Infinitives of Purpose: to teach the son, to 

govern his large empire, to fight her brother, 

went to be with Caesar 

• Time clauses/phrases: when life begins, 

when people get old, after becoming king, 

when he was thirteen, when he got to the 

hotel, after arriving… 

➢ Times of Life 

When people are adults, 

they often get married. 

Many adults have jobs to 

support their families. 

➢ Asking about Past & 

Future 

“How did you do on your 

math test?” 

“How are you going to 

study for the biology test?” 

➢ History 1: Aristotle, 

Alexander, Cleopatra, 

Ramses the Great 

Aristotle was born in 345 

BC. His father was a doctor. 

He studied at a famous 

school. He wrote many 

books. When Alexander was 
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• Dates and Duration:345 BC, 2,000 years 

ago, 10 years later, during the next two 

years, for more than 80 years… 

• Direct/Indirect Object: Alex loaned him a 

dollar. He’ll pay him back. She offered to 

loan her some money. 

• Wh-questions (past & future): Who fell in 

love with Cleopatra? What did he do after 

the plane landed? What is he going to do 

after the plane lands? What will he do when 

he gets to the hotel? Why did Cleopatra fight 

against her brother? 

33 years old, he got sick 

with a fever. He died about 

a week later. When Caesar 

met Cleopatra, he fell in 

love with her. She was just 

39 years old when she died. 

Ramses lived a very long 

life. He lived for more than 

80 years. He was king for 

67 years. 

➢ Information Questions: 

(past & future) 

How old was Aristotle when 

he died? Who taught 

Alexander? How did 

Alexander die? Who took 

power away from 

Cleopatra? Who was Julius 

Caesar? 

➢ Past & Future Sequence 

First he bought an airplane 

ticket. 

First he’s going to buy an 

airplane ticket. 
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A2 -> A2+   
A2->A2+ Unit & Lessons Main Learning Points Topics / Comments 

U1 Science: Gravity & Light 

 

U2 Eating Customs 

 

U3 Air Resistance 

• Future: They are going to read it to the 

class… She is going shopping 

tomorrow…They are going to work together 

tonight. She’ll be right here. 

• Present progressive: They are reading… 

they are studying… they are sitting… they are 

writing… one boy is using a pencil… the 

other boy is watching him… they are doing 

an experiment… they are being very careful 

• Modal: will (certainty): Without a force, an 

object’s speed will stay the same. It will never 

slow down. They will fall at the same speed. 

She’ll be right here. 

• Conditional: If you move them closer, the 

force gets stronger.  If you drop them, they 

will fall at the same speed. 

• Manner & Ability: She can dance very well. 

Most people know how to play volleyball. 

She’s good at… 

• enjoy + gerund: They enjoy watching movies. 

He enjoys reading books. 

• Yes/No and Wh-questions: Who can dance 

well? Who knows how to play the violin? 

What is the opposite of fast? What happens 

if you drop them? Why does the Moon move 

in a circle? Why do objects fall to Earth? 

➢ Activities at school 

They are studying for a 

history test. They are writing 

a story for their English 

class. These students are 

being very careful. 

➢ Schedule and Days of the 

Week 

On Tuesday afternoons they 

have a music lesson. On 

Saturdays she has a judo 

class. She has a music 

lesson once a week. 

➢ Telephone Expressions 

“May I speak to Tina 

please?” “May I ask who is 

calling?” “Just a minute.  

She’ll be right here.” 

➢ Making a Suggestion 

“Let’s do our homework 

together.” “How about 

tomorrow?” “Maybe on 

Thursday, okay?” 

➢ Science 2: Force. Motion, 

Gravity, Atoms 

An object in motion has 

speed. A force can change 

the speed of an object. The 

Moon goes around the 

Earth. Gravity is one type of 

force. It depends on 

distance. The blue ball is 

heavier than the white ball.  

If you drop them, they will 

fall at the same speed. 

Opposite charges attract. 

U4 Geography: Locations 

 

U5 Tourism 

 

U6 Ocean Exploration 

 

• Past: She left her lunch at home… She 

offered to loan her some money… She 

borrowed two dollars.  

• Present Perfect: She has offered to loan 

some money to…  She hasn’t bought 

anything because she left her money at 

home. 

➢ Seasons and Weather 

In spring the weather gets 

warmer. 

Summer is the hottest time 

of the year. Autumn comes 

before winter and after 

summer. 

➢ Requesting & Offering 

Help 
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• Future: She’s going to buy some… He’s 

going to pay him back… “I’ll pay you back 

tomorrow, okay?”  

• Infinitives: not enough to buy lunch, a good 

time to walk, go outside to look at the Moon, 

offer to loan money 

• get+ adjective: It gets cooler in autumn.  

• Expressing Change and Degree: In spring 

the weather changes from cold to warm. It 

gets warmer. It isn’t too hot. It’s the coldest 

time of the year. 

• Passives: Mountains are formed by 

forces…Most of the Earth’s surface is covered 

by water. 

• that clauses: the only continent that 

contains just one country, the air that we 

breathe, water that flows 

• could, would: Without an atmosphere, we 

could not live, the sky would always be black 

• Direct/Indirect Object: Alex loaned him a 

dollar. He’ll pay him back. She offered to 

loan her some money. 

• Wh-questions (past & future): What did 

she leave at home? Why does Nick need to 

borrow a dollar? When is Nick going to pay 

him back? 

“Can I borrow a dollar? I 

don’t have enough to buy 

lunch.”  “Sure.  Is a dollar 

enough?” 

➢ Geography 2: Planet 

Earth, Land & Water, 

Locations 

Water covers about 75 

percent of the Earth’s 

surface. The largest 

continent is Asia. It covers 

more land than any other 

continent. Most of the 

Earth’s water is in the 

oceans. Rivers usually begin 

in mountains. Mountains 

are formed by forces within 

the Earth. Cities near the 

equator have a small angle 

of latitude. Lines of 

longitude are perpendicular 

to the equator, etc. 

➢ Information questions 

What is just above the 

Earth’s surface? Which 

continent contains just one 

country? What is an 

example of a gas? What 

color is the sky? What is the 

world highest mountain? 

Which of these cities is the 

farthest north? 

➢ Seasons & Activities 

Spring is a good time to 

play baseball. 

Autumn is the season when 

leaves begin to fall. 

U7 English: Types of Words 

 

U8 School Subjects 

 

U9 Tea & Coffee 

 

• Time clauses: After she turns off her alarm 

clock… because the Sun comes up… before 

they order… when they are ready to order 

• Future: He may watch a movie…maybe he’ll 

watch a movie… There’s going to be a 

test…I’ll go get one. 

• Modals: will (certainty) may (possibility): He 

may watch a movie, I’ll do okay. 

• Requests: can, could: “Could you get one 

for me too?  Can you help us plan the winter 

dance?” 

➢ Times of Day 

In the evening the Sun goes 

down. Most people sleep at 

night. In the afternoon the 

Sun is… 

➢ English 2:  Adverbs, 

Adjectives, Prepositions & 

Conjunctions 

Adjectives act on a noun or 

pronoun. Adverbs help us 

answer questions like ‘how’ 
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• Direct/Indirect Object: He’s going to get 

him another hamburger. Could you get one 

for me? 

• Wh- questions: What are they going to do 

when they get home? Which does the 

woman prefer? What do they do before they 

order? 

and ‘how often’. The adverb 

form of ‘good’ is ‘well’. 

Conjunctions are words like 

‘and’, ‘but’, and ‘because’. 

➢ Information questions 

Are there any prepositions 

in this sentence? How many 

adverbs are in this 

sentence? Why are these 

words adjectives and not 

adverbs? Which two of 

these words are adjectives? 

What type of word 

describes a noun or 

pronoun? 

➢ Likes and Preferences 

The man prefers pasta to 

salad. She would rather 

have fish than beef or 

chicken. Her favorite drink is 

milk. 
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A2+ -> B1   
A2+->B1 Unit & 

Lessons 

Main Learning Points Topics / Comments 

U1U1 Math: Time Units 

 

U2 Healthy Living 

 

U3 Calendars 

 

U4 Types of Numbers 

• Passives: A scale is used for…is measured… 

What is used to measure weight? 

• Future: We’ll run in the gym. We’re going to 

run around the track. I may go shopping. 

• Modals: will (certainty) may (possibility): 

She may go shopping, but she might not. 

Maybe it’ll rain. It will finish at 10:45. In 

thirty seconds, it will go 500 meters.  

• Purpose: for, to: for measuring, to weigh, to 

multiply, for finding, to get information, to 

measure speed, etc. 

• Conditional: If it rains, they’ll run in the 

gym. If it doesn’t rain, they’ll run around the 

track. If the time is 10:05, what time will it be 

in an hour? 

• Clauses/Phrases of purpose or function: 

where you can buy stamps, a good place to 

read or study… 

• Wh-questions: What is used to measure 

time? How is a scale used? What is 

important to know about computer? Where 

will they run if it rains? Where do people go 

to buy tickets for a show? What is a good 

place to read and study? 

• Numbers: Large and small numbers, tens, 

hundreds, thousands  

• Difference between ‘-ty’ and ‘teen’ 

numbers  

• Fractions 

• Decimal fractions and percents 

➢ Instrument and Use 

A clock is used to measure 

time. To measure speed, we 

use units for Calculators are 

useful for doing math.  

➢ Math 3: Time Units, 

Temperature Units, Units 

of Weight& Distance 

 Time is measured in units 

of seconds. In degrees 

Celsius, water boils at 100 

degrees. A kilogram is 

approximately 2.2 pounds. 

A foot is about the length of 

a person’s foot. To measure 

speed, we use units for both 

time and distance. 

➢ Information questions 

How many seconds are 

there in 3 minutes? If the 

time is 10:05, what time 

was it an hour ago? Which 

is longer, 5 inches or 10 

centimeters? How hot is it 

on the Sun’s surface? 

➢ Describing Places with 

Function or Purpose 

A post office is where you 

can buy stamps and mail 

things. A library is a good 

place for students to read 

and study. 

➢ Expressing and 

understanding numbers 

and fractions 

➢ Exchanging numerical 

information 

U5 Numerical Operations 

 

U6 Science: Waves, Sound & Light 

 

U7 Occupations 

 

U8 Ocean Waves 

 

• Past and Present Progressives: They were 

sleeping; is telling him to drive more 

carefully; are wearing pajamas; has been 

waiting, etc. 

• Present Perfect, have+V(n):The police 

officer has stopped the driver…have 

become; has brought…because sound 

waves have traveled through the air. 

➢ Continents 

Australia is surrounded by 

the Indian and Pacific 

oceans. Africa is considered 

by many scientists to be 

where humans originated. 

➢ Causal Relations: The 

volume of a sound is 
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• Passives: Nobody has been hurt; has been 

injured; is being helped; is considered 

desert; which is found; is produced by 

vibrations; Australia is surrounded, etc. 

• Compulsion, have to/need to: He’ll 

probably have to pay a fine. They need to 

get him to a hospital, etc. 

• Time clauses/phrases: Refraction occurs 

when a wave passes from one substance 

into another. Once inside the new 

substance, its speed and wavelength 

change; when a fire started, etc. 

• Conditionals: If it rains, they’ll run in the 

gym. If you drop a rock into a pool, you'll 

see waves. If you know the frequency of a 

wave, you can calculate the period 

by…Without the air, you wouldn't hear 

anything. If the frequency changed, the color 

of light would change, etc. 

• Wh-questions: If you know the frequency of 

a wave, how do you calculate…? How does 

temperature affect the speed of sound? In 

which type of medium does sound travel the 

fastest? What happens to the speed of light if 

you change colors? Why does light bend 

when it passes from… 

• Expressing and understanding arithmetic 

operations: addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, and division  

• Exponents and Roots  

• Quantitative relationships: 25% more than, 

the two largest, ten percent of the largest 

determined by the 

amplitude of the sound 

wave. The color of light 

depends on its wavelength. 

The speed of light is the 

same regardless of color… 

➢ Suggestion 

Why don’t you ask her? 

Let's play basketball after 

school, ok? 

➢ Science 3: Waves, Sound, 

Light 

A vibrating string is an 

example of a transverse 

wave. It's a transverse wave 

because the string's motion 

is perpendicular to the 

direction that the wave 

moves. If we look at waves, 

we see a pattern. When 

sound waves reach your 

ear, your eardrum vibrates. 

These vibrations are 

translated into sounds by 

the brain. 

➢ Means – how 

➢ …by dividing one by the 

frequency; can be refracted, 

or bent, by passing through 

the object. 

➢ Information questions: 

(perfect &passives) 

What has happened  to the 

driver? What is created if 

you drop a rock into a pool 

of water? How has light 

been described? 

➢ Understanding and 

explaining numerical 

operations and relations 

between numbers 

U9 Science: Earth Motion 

 

U10 Dance 

 

U11 The Earth Crust 

 

• Passives: was completed; was once used as; 

were designed to; which are bound to the 

Sun by… 

• Degrees of Certainty: it may become part 

of a stream. This may cause serious 

problems for humanity. Very loud sounds 

can damage your ears, etc. 

➢ Anatomy: Head 

Your brain is located inside 

your head and is connected 

to the rest of your body 

through the spine. Ears are 

sensory organs located on 

either side of the head. etc. 
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• Purpose: for, to: was built to help defend 

the country; eyes make tears to protect 

themselves; the nose is used for breathing 

and to smell things, etc. 

• Conditionals: If I don't do better, she's going 

to; if you change your mind, we'll be there; if 

the ocean levels rise, the lives many people 

will be affected; if the Earth stopped 

rotating, the length of a day would be one 

year. 

• Time clauses/phrases: When this 

happens, it can cause; as it travels around 

the Sun; when the northern hemisphere 

is tilted away from; as it evaporate, etc. 

• Instrument & Use: Process 

The tongue helps you eat by moving food 

around your mouth while you chew; due 

to melting polar icecaps. 

• Wh-questions: What do scientists think 

caused the extinction…? Besides planets and 

moons what is another type of object…? 

What season is it when the northern 

hemisphere is tilted away from the Sun? 

How long would a day be if the Earth 

stopped rotating? 

➢ Earth Science: Earth 

Motion; Earth Structure; 

Water Cycle 

The Earth tilts to one side as 

it travels around the Sun. 

This tilt causes the seasons. 

Below the atmosphere is 

the Earth itself. The Earth's 

outermost layer is the crust. 

As warm air rises, it cools. 

As it cools, condensation 

occurs and clouds are 

formed. etc. 

➢ Causal Relations 

More carbon dioxide in the 

atmosphere causes the 

Earth to heat up; changes 

in its physical features are 

caused by; Changes in the 

features of our planet affect 

human life; Despite the high 

temperatures, the pressure 

is so strong that a liquid 

cannot form…Another 

consequence of global 

warming will be a rise in 

ocean levels due to melting 

polar icecaps. 
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B1 -> B1+   
B1->B1+ Unit & Lessons Main Learning Points Topics / Comments 

U1U1 On a Trip 

 

U2 World History 

 

U3 The Golden Ages of Athens 

 

 

• Past, present, future events and 

experience  

• Present Perfect tense (she has 

had..., they have kept in touch, 

she has never been…)  

• Duration (been, for, since)  

• Future time and Modals (be going 

to, will, may, look forward to 

V(ing))  

• Conditional (she would do the 

writing, if they go together, it 

could be…)  

• already, yet, ever  

• Yes/No and Wh-question 

formation with Present Perfect 

and Past tenses. 

• Past Events, Processes and 

States: The Stone Age began; ice 

sheets covered; land bridges 

existed; as the glaciers melted, 

the land bridges disappeared; 

Nomads didn’t have permanent 

homes; they followed; Irrigation 

was needed to; the Greeks 

became great sailors, etc. 

• Modals – could, may: People 

could stay warm; players may use 

their heads or feet to pass, etc. 

• Conditionals: If she forgets to water 

them, they'll die very quickly. If you 

make good posters, it'll make it 

easier. If you put shelters near a 

river, a flood may destroy them. If 

they were caught stealing, they were 

punished, etc. 

• Purpose – for, to: The object of 

the game is to use as few strokes 

as possible to get a ball; for work 

and school; they had to steal food 

to survive, etc. 

• Instrument & Use - Process 

Players use a bat to try to hit; 

score points by shooting a ball 

through; move the ball by 

➢ In the context of a trip to Europe, this 

Unit introduces the Present Perfect 

tense.    

➢ Students focus on the difference 

between the past tense to express a 

singular event and the present perfect 

to express a state or experience. 

➢ Sports 

Baseball and cricket are team sports 

where a ball and bat are used. Golf is 

an individual sport where a player 

tries to hit a small ball into a hole, etc. 

➢ Needs 

Expressing and explaining needs: 

Like all animals, bears need food to 

survive. 

➢ History 2: Ancient History; Early 

Cities; Early Greece 

Many forms of life existed before 

humans. During the ice ages, the level 

of the oceans was lower. Land bridges 

existed. These land bridges allowed 

early humans and animals to cross; 

Another key for early civilizations was 

irrigation. Irrigation was needed to 

channel water away from the river. 

This allowed agriculture to expand. 

Unlike earlier civilizations that grew 

up around rivers, the Greek civilization 

grew up around the Aegean Sea. If 

you look at a map, you will see that 

Greece is made up of many small 

peninsulas. 

➢ Duration &Sequence 

During some periods of history; At one 

time; As the water level went down, 

soil was left behind. This rich soil 

made it easier to; This led to a larger 

supply of food; With the expanding 

work force, etc. 
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dribbling it or throwing it. Learning 

how to control fire changed, etc. 

• Wh-questions: What did early 

civilizations need to learn how to 

do? Why have the early land 

bridges disappeared? How did 

early humans and animals move 

from one continent to another 

during the ice ages? What 

happened to the level of the 

oceans during the ice ages? Why 

did people have to live as 

nomads? What discovery allowed 

people to survive in colder areas? 

U4 Directions 

 

U5 Math: Bar Graphs 

 

U6 Smartphones 

 

 

 

• Giving Directions (turn right at the 

intersection, cross the street, etc.)  

• Distance (too far, not far enough, 

one block east, two doors down)   

• Location (on the same block as, 

on the opposite side of the 

street)  

• Spatial Relations (upper left-hand 

corner, second from the left in 

the top row) 

• Present Perfect: The sky has 

become crowded. She has found… 

the distance an object has fallen 

depends on…a chart that has been 

divided into sectors, etc. 

• Instrument & Use: The heart is 

responsible for supplying the 

body; the lungs expand when 

inhaling air and contract when; 

contains strong acids which help 

to digest; uses acids to digest 

food before passing it to… 

• Modals: Maybe I will run. You 

should run. Brian says he will run 

if I don’t. We can calculate how far 

an object will fall in 4 seconds. In 

a linear equation, the slope will 

always be. This line must be 

perpendicular to, etc. 

• Conditionals and Suppositions: 

the coordinates would be; to give 

the location of a point inside the 

Earth, we would also need; In that 

case, the coordinates would be 3 

➢ Preparing students for giving and 

following directions. 

➢ Anatomy 2: Internal Organs 

The heart is in the chest, between the 

lungs and above the stomach. The 

heart is a muscular organ that pumps 

blood throughout the body. 

➢ Math 4: Graphs; Coordinates; Linear 

Equation 

A bar graph uses bar lengths to show 

comparisons. Sometimes they have 

bars that are vertical, and sometimes 

they…The length of each bar is 

proportional to the value it represents. 

Each point on the line has two 

coordinates. It has an x coordinate 

and a y coordinate. Notice that the 

slope of a line is a constant. It doesn't 

change. 

➢ Instructions 

To solve for x, divide both sides of the 

equation by; To calculate this, take the 

difference between the y coordinates; 

To find the slope, take the change in 

speed in a period of time, and divide it 

by… 

➢ Recommendations and Decisions 

I think you should…He is trying to 

decide which airplane should land 

next;  I think you’d be a better 

president; It's either the battery or 

something worse, etc. 
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numbers; If you put in the units, 

the equation is… 

• Place Clauses/Phrases: in the 

upper chest area, near the heart; 

where solid waste materials are 

excreted. 

• Wh-questions: Which axis on the 

graph gives: When did the amount 

of shoplifting begin to..? What does 

this graph show? How was 

shoplifting changing before the 

system was installed? What 

happens to the speed of sound if…? 

If you double the time, how much 

more is; What is the y intercept in 

this equation? 

U7 Energy Resources 

 

U8 Video Interactions 

 

U9 Life Experience 

 

• Cause/Effect (As the supply 

decreases, the price will increase.  

Oil spills cause…)   

• Classification (such as, some of 

the ways we get energy, fossil 

fuels include coal, oil…)  

• Conditionals (if the temperature 

rises, if it gets into the 

environment…etc.)  

• Degrees of Certainty (will 

increase, can convert, there may 

even be…)  

• Noun phrases (many kinds of 

wildlife, the energy of falling 

water)  

• Passive voice (is converted, are 

produced, must be limited, is 

used, are being cut, was rejected, 

was arrested)  

• Purpose (We need energy for 

heat.  We need energy to run our 

factories). 

• Polite language for solving a 

problem over the telephone and 

for buying something.  

• Students may interact with the 

actors through Speech 

Recognition (SR) activities. 

• Present Perfect/Past tenses 

contrasted  

➢ Focus on global issues, such as 

Global Warming;   

➢ Important vocabulary and concepts 

useful for talking about basic 

science;    

➢ Providing a model for role-plays; 

➢ Talking about past experiences and 

hopes for the future;   

➢ Contrasting the lives of three 

characters;    

➢ Extending and following up the 

lesson On a Trip 
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• Gerund/Infinitive (enjoys 

teaching, decided to study, likes 

living in England)  

• Change (she became a model, 

he’s getting older, their 

relationship got better.)  

• Reason/Purpose (for a personal 

reason, a grant to study, arrested 

for stealing)  

• Time Sequence (at the same time, 

a year later, before that, since 

then, he still lives) 
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B1+ -> B2 
B1+>B2 Unit & Lessons Main Learning Points Topics / Comments 

U1 Related Changes 

 

 

• Connected and unconnected 

changes: as x increased, y 

increased; both x and y are 

increasing 

• Vocabulary related to 

increases, decreases, change, 

and no change: decline, rise, 

get weaker, continues to 

climb, as a result, fewer... 

➢ Students learn to understand and 

express how changes relate to 

each other. 

➢  Especially useful for economic and 

scientific reports. 

U2 Line Graphs 

 

 

• Understanding and expressing 

changes as expressed in line 

graphs: from 1998, sales 

increased steadily until they 

reached a high in 2000 

• Using the present perfect to 

express information in a line 

graph: this shows how the 

average family has been 

getting smaller. 

➢ Students learn to understand 

graphical information in English 

➢ Students learn to give an oral 

presentation and answer 

questions about line graphs. 

U3 English: Type of Words 

U4 Prediction 

• Present Perfect and 

Perfect Progressives: 

I’ve been doing it for a 

long time. He has been 

a great teacher. It’s 

been my dream for a 

long time. She has been 

working on an essay; 

has been trying to 

teach himself; has 

been studying 

microscopic organisms, 

etc. 

• Past Perfect: They had 

set off early in the 

morning; The cat had 

moved in to their 

neighborhood; several 

mice had been caught 

by the cat and eaten; 

Why hadn’t anyone 

thought of it before? 

The horse was wishing 

that the donkey hadn't 

died. 

➢ Literature: 2 Aesop’s Stories 

The focus is on storytelling and 

analysis. Students should practice 

telling each story, paying particular 

attention to sequencing and 

reported speech. 

➢ Reported Speech 

The old man said that the horse 

would have to carry the load. The 

horse was probably thinking that 

he had been foolish not to help the 

donkey. 

➢ English 3: Subjects and Objects; 

Verb Tenses; Modals 

This unit helps students talk about 

and explain aspects of English 

grammar, such as direct and 

indirect objects, verb tenses and 

the difference between the 

modals. In the Quiz, students 

practice answering questions that 

will help them better understand 

English nuances. 

➢ Talking about English 

Which modal expresses something 

that is expected but isn't certain or 
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• Conditionals: Unless he 

works hard, his future 

isn’t very bright; if I lose 

my scholarship, my 

parents will… if only I 

had shared some of 

the donkey’s load; if we 

knew where it was, we 

could easily escape; it 

would no longer be 

dangerous; if the man 

had put some of the 

donkey's load onto the 

horse, etc. 

• Reason & Purpose – 

for, to: to complete a 

class assignment; for 

work and school; to 

slow down the pace; It 

would be easier for 

them to escape. 

• Time 

clauses/phrases:…since 

they were very young; 

During her school 

days; After a while; As 

they moved along the 

road; By now the 

donkey was, etc. 

• Wh-questions: Why did 

the horse ignore the 

donkey's request? 

What should the horse 

have done? What 

would make it easier 

for the mice to escape? 

necessary? Which sentence shows 

the highest degree of confidence? 

Which of these verbs is irregular? 

➢ Modals – Scales of Certainty & 

Expectation 

If he can come, if he could come, 

he may come, he will come, he 

must come, he should come, he 

might come; should have helped 

the donkey, etc. 

U5 Matrix Vocabulary 

 

 

• Adverb clauses/phrases (when 

they are happy, when 

someone is rude to them)  

•  Compulsion, have to (I only go 

when I have to. You have to 

put on your socks.)  

•  Word relations/analogies 

(Driver is to bus as pilot is to 

airplane.)  

•  Gerunds/Infinitives (I prefer 

flying. The fastest way to travel 

is to go by airplane.)  

➢ This unit focuses on subject areas 

that are often in daily 

conversations.  

➢ Students should extend the 

vocabulary given here, for example 

by interviewing each other. 
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•  Countable/Uncountable 

Amounts (many people, some 

people, a lot of education, a 

pair of gloves, most people) 

 

 

U6 Biology: Cells 

U7 Viruses 

 

• Passives: Cells are made from only 

a small number of elements; are 

surrounded by; Bacteria can be 

found in; The process of 

photosynthesis can be shown; 

molecules of oxygen are given off; 

ATP is produced during; are 

absorbed; may be related to health 

problems, etc. 

• Adjective and Noun clauses: that 

is used for; that are identical to; 

needed to maintain life; which 

carry out different processes; 

which are complex 

carbohydrates; which the body 

breaks down; which are 

absorbed, etc. 

• Modals – Scales of Certainty & 

Expectation: Any fluid that you 

drink will contain water; may be 

related to; may get infected; 

people should learn; must be 

copied; must divide; must be 

carried out, etc. 

• Conditional: If he doesn’t wear a 

mask, he could spread; If  bees 

don’t do their work; Without 

plants and bees, our lives would 

be; If this mosquito is carrying 

malaria, this man may get 

infected; If you need any data 

about fossil fuels and carbon 

gases, let me know, etc. 

Wh-questions: What's an example 

of a form of life that has just one 

cell? What happens if the necessary 

conditions are not maintained? 

Besides providing energy, what 

else does photosynthesis provide? 

Until photosynthesis evolved, what 

was missing in the Earth's 

atmosphere? 

➢ Food and Nutrition 

A healthy diet must provide energy 

and nutrients for the body. Here 

are some nutrients that the body 

needs to survive: carbohydrates; 

protein, vitamins, minerals, fats, 

and water. 

➢ Science 4: Biology: Cells; 

Photosynthesis; Mitosis 

The focus is on how to present and 

explain basic biological processes 

such as growth, development and 

reproduction. Topics include DNA, 

the genetic code, and chemical 

equations: Sunlight plus 6 molecules 

of carbon dioxide and 6 molecules of 

water are used to make 1 molecule 

of glucose. Goal: Students should 

be able to present and explain 

basic chemical processes.   

➢ Sentence Ordering and Pronoun 

Reference 

This process must be carried out 

accurately. It is a separate process 

to weigh; Other structures convert;  

Still other parts of the cells; Some 

bacteria are…  Other bacteria are 

harmful, etc. 

➢ Cause, Effect & Dependence 

Some plants depend on the wind or 

insects such as bees to spread their 

pollen etc. 
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U8 Comparisons 

 

• Adjective clauses/phrases 

(which was made in 1920, the 

second most expensive)  

• Approximation (approximately 

5,400 miles; about 7,400 

miles; just over…) 

• Asking about price/product 

information (How much is the 

newest one? When was it 

made? Which one has the 

best…?)  

• Comparison (-er than, -est, as 

good as, better than, the most 

expensive one…) 

•  Countable/Uncountable (how 

many more, how much more, 

how much taller…)  

• Physical Description, 

Temperature, Distance 

➢ Asking information questions and 

making different kinds of 

comparisons, such as for product 

comparison. 

➢ People, products, and places are 

contrasted. 

U9 Video Interactions 

 

• Presents polite language useful 

for doing business over the 

telephone. 

• Students may interact with the 

actors through Speech 

Recognition (SR) activities. 

➢ How to solve problems over the 

telephone.  

➢ Models for role-plays and 

interviews. 
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B2 -> B2+  
B2->B2+ Unit & Lessons Main Learning Points Topics / Comments 

U1 Historical Figures 

U2 Margaret Thatcher 

 

• Passives & Perfects: have been 

built; has been reduced; have been 

preserved; are now being used; 

has become; was being used; was 

controlled by; was elected; had 

taken control; had captured; he 

had to be taken; can't be digested; 

is broken down, etc. 

• Adjective and Noun clauses: 

which included British and 

French forces; that the 

traditional Muslim way of 

organizing; who destroyed lands 

and people; who had the largest 

empire the world has ever seen; 

that can't be digested; who 

controlled the north; that the 

body requires for growth, etc. 

• Infinitives & Gerunds: to have 

fewer classes; being modern; 

organizing the country; stealing 

animals; to keep their own 

religion; to create a new, unified 

government; arriving in Beijing; 

to see the country unified; 

excreting invasive threats, etc. 

• Adverb clauses/phrases: when 

he said how much he liked; 

when he was a boy in 1888; 

when he replaced religious 

schools with; in a period of just 

25 years; when he heard about 

the successful rebellion, etc. 

• Wh-questions (past & future): 

How long did it take Genghis Khan 

to conquer an area larger than the 

Roman Empire? What's one 

reason the Mongols could ride 

their horses so fast? How is a 

secular government different from 

other governments? Which system 

goes on the attack if an infection 

or disease invades the body? 

➢ Anatomy 3: Body Systems 

This lesson focuses on the important 

biological systems at work within the 

human body: nervous, circulatory, 

respiratory, immune, reproductive, 

and digestive. Goal: to be able to 

explain the functions, processes and 

relationships between systems. 

➢ Temporal Sequence 

Until 1930; Today it has become; A 

year later, in 1910; By 1915; As a 

result, in 1919; From here; Following 

these changes; While exiled in Japan 

➢ History 3: Genghis Khan; Ataturk; 

Sun Yat Sen 

Along with the past tense the focus 

is on the language and vocabulary of 

history: overthrow, revolution, 

rebellion, ruler, exile, law, society, etc.  

In the Quiz, students practice 

answering questions that will help 

them with the language of 

biographies and historical contexts. 

➢ Purpose 

…built to honor important people; for 

many purposes; to force the emperor 

to abdicate; he travelled north to meet 

with warlords to discuss unification; to 

eliminate waste carbon dioxide, etc. 

➢ Expressing Opinions 

I think, I agree, I don’t agree, I really 

liked it when, that would be great, etc. 
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U3 Life Choice 

 

• Conditionals: Contrary-to-fact, 

Present, and Future (if, unless, 

had) 

• Logical Relations between 

events (because, even though, 

not unless, if, had to) 

• Past Habitual (used to, could, 

would) 

• Cause/Effect Sequences and 

Relations 

• Modals (will, would, might, 

could) in conditionals 

• Necessity, have to, in 

Conditionals 

• Passives (hadn’t been injured) 

• Wh- questions and making 

Conditionals. 

➢ Making predictions and suppositions 

based on real and contrary-to- fact 

conditions. 

➢ Developing language for decision 

making, linking events, and for giving 

reasons. 

U4 History: Political Units 

U5 The United Nations 

 

• Passives: can be treated; is 

being taught how; could get 

seriously injured; can be 

formed; is known as; is 

supposed to be shared by; 

evidence is presented, etc. 

• Adjective and Noun clauses: 

that we need to; that has 

control over; which has only 

one ruler; who loved his people; 

once ruled by foreign 

governments; who serve in 

Congress; where legal issues are 

decided, etc. 

• Infinitives & Gerunds: the 

right to tax; refuses to pay; 

paying taxes; to develop and 

spread; to find out; making a 

decision; hearing the songs, 

etc. 

• Conditionals: If she doesn't see 

a doctor, she could get worse. If 

a member country were 

attacked, then the combined 

forces of the alliance would 

help. If the person is found 

guilty, the court determines the 

punishment, etc. 

• Adverb Clauses/Phrases: 

when a colony becomes self-

governing; when making a 

➢ Literature: War Story 

This thoughtful story is based on 

events from World War 1.This story 

stimulates discussion and provides 

material for essays and creative 

writing tasks. Goal: to be able to 

discuss history, human nature and 

the role of governments and 

leaders. 

➢ History 4/Political Science: Political 

Units; Types of Government; 

Government Roles 

Develops the language and 

vocabulary of history and politics: 

boundaries, territory, autocracy, 

democracy, monarchy, dictatorship, 

civil war, power struggle, colony, 

revolution, corruption, anarchy, 

representatives, parliament, etc. In the 

Quiz, students answer questions that 

will help them with the language of 

politics and news reports. 

➢ Causal Sequences 

If too many of our forests are cut 

down, it will create problems for the 

environment. Without enough trees, 

many animals will lose their homes or 

be in danger. 
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decision; when there is no 

government with the power to 

govern, etc. 

• Wh-questions: Besides 

countries, what else do these 

maps usually show? In a state 

of anarchy, who makes political 

decisions and enforces the 

laws? If someone is charged 

with breaking a law, who 

decides if the person is guilty or 

innocent? How are 

representatives chosen in a 

representative democracy? 

U6 Space and Time • Specification (neither of them, 

on either side, one of them) 

• Conditional Action (not unless, 

if, so that) and Problem 

Solving 

• Qualifiers if, except for 

• Past Perfect tense (still hadn’t 

arrived) 

• Time Sequence (by the time 

that, not until, when, while, as, 

adverb clauses, etc.) 

➢ Following instructions involving 

conditions and sequences. 

➢ Spatial relationships, time 

sequences, conditional action, and 

specification/exception. 

➢ Features click and drag games. 

U7 Epidemic • Classification and 

Exemplification (such as, other 

kinds of, one type, another 

example) 

• Present Perfect tense to 

express Result (have made it 

easier) 

• Potentiality and Past Ability 

(can/could) 

• (you can still live, an 

epidemic could...) 

• Logical Relations and 

Sentence Connecting 

(therefore, these, also, as a 

result, another) 

• Adjective clauses (which, that) 

• Passives w/Perfect tenses, be 

used + infinitive 

➢ Listening for the main ideas or for 

specific information in a 

presentation. 

➢ Linking and organizing sentences in a 

presentation. 

➢ Developing vocabulary related to 

health and other global issues. 

U8 Video Interactions • Making Requests, Giving     

Advice, Speculating, and 

Use of the Telephone for 

business. 

➢ Making polite requests, suggestions, 

and refusals over the telephone and 

in a friendly conversation. 
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• Negative Questions (can’t you 

come) and Tag Questions (you 

can, can’t you?) 

• Students develop oral fluency 

through Speech Recognition 

activities. 
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B2+ -> C1  
B2+->C1 Unit & Lessons Main Learning Points Topics / Comments 

U1 Economics: Goods & Services 

 

U2 Money 

 

U3 Bar Graphs 

 

 

• Passives & Perfects: I've been 

waiting for; first time she has ever 

driven; are provided for you; has 

been taking place; you may not be 

charged interest; the costs will not 

be covered; who have proven they 

can pay, etc. 

• Adjective and Noun clauses: that 

are nice, but not necessary; how 

goods and services are 

distributed; that can be traded 

for food; that the owner of a 

good or service will accept in 

exchange for; who have proven 

they can pay; who can manage 

money, etc. 

• Modals: to satisfy this need, many 

countries must trade; will accept 

in exchange; you may not be 

charged interest; the interest 

charges can become quite large; 

they may decide to create; the 

price should be high, etc. 

• Instrument, Use & Means: 

providing on the job training; by 

convincing consumers that their 

products satisfy a need; increase 

demand through advertising; 

helping others to succeed, etc. 

• Conditional – Causal Relations: If 

she fails her class, she might not; 

even a good government may have 

difficulty if the country doesn't have; 

if the interest rate is high, the cost 

of credit can be very expensive, etc. 

• Wh-questions: What do advertisers 

do to increase the demand? What is 

needed to create a skilled 

workforce? What does an economy 

need to meet the basic needs of its 

population? What allows for the 

exchange of goods; What is used as 

a medium of exchange for; What 

happens to people who have a 

poor credit history? 

➢ Academic Fluency & Vocabulary 

Useful language for economics, 

planning, jobs, and explaining 

emotions is developed. Students 

should practice presenting, 

summarizing and explaining the 

information in longer sentences. 

➢ Job Categories 

The focus is on describing jobs 

and qualification: the arts, 

education & training, financial, 

government, health, law 

enforcement, science & 

technology, tourist industry and 

trades & services. 

➢ Economics: Goods and Services; 

Credit; Supply and Demand 

The focus is on the language and 

vocabulary of economics, 

government, finance and trade: 

advertising, interest rate, profit, 

value, payment, borrower, credit 

cards, penalty, assets, debts, etc. 

Credit allows people to buy things 

even if they don't have money when 

they make the purchase.  Instead of 

paying with money, the buyer makes 

a promise to pay with money at a 

later date. 

➢ Related Changes -- as 

as trade became more important 

and popular, money evolved as; as 

the price of something rises, the 

demand for it will fall, etc. 

➢ Explaining Emotions 

She’s very nervous because… 

She's worried that she might get 

into an accident, etc. 

➢ Understanding graphical 

information in English  

➢ Giving an oral presentation and 

answer questions about bar 

graphs. 
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• Understanding and expressing 

changes as expressed in bar 

graphs:  Even though Sweden and 

the US spend the most on 

education, their test scores are the 

lowest. 

• Comparisons:  there is a higher 

ratio of spending for... than.... 

U4 Pie Graphs 

 

U5 Psychology: Brain System 

 

U6 Nature vs. Nurture 

 

 

 

• Passives & Perfects: emissions 

have been and continue to be; are 

related to dirty water; has more 

than doubled; it has become 

possible to study the brain, etc. 

• Infinitives & Gerunds: to cause 

severe; arising from air pollution; 

processing and decision making, 

etc. 

• Instrument, Use & Means: by 

simply changing the stimuli; 

through practice and repetition, 

etc. 

• Conditional – Causal Relations: If 

you'd rather learn French, then, if 

I were you, I'd take French; even if 

the class is bad, it'll give you; 

What would happen if she broke 

something? Even if you 

remember all the items on the 

list, you will begin to forget; 

memories will fade unless you 

come back to study; If accepted, 

the signal passes over a gap 

called a synapse and the 

neurons, etc. 

• Adjective and Noun clauses: that 

they may have been created; 

what classes I should take; how 

we learn and why we forget, etc. 

• Wh-questions: What is an example 

of a learning disability? According 

to Freud, what is the cause of many 

behavioral problems? Why did the 

dogs salivate when they heard the 

bell? How are new memories 

encoded in the long-term memory? 

• Understanding and expressing 

relative importance: Other factors 

➢ Preparing students for giving and 

following directions. 

➢ Anatomy 2: Internal Organs 

The heart is in the chest, between the 

lungs and above the stomach. The 

heart is a muscular organ that 

pumps blood throughout the body. 

➢ Math 4: Graphs; Coordinates; 

Linear Equation 

A bar graph uses bar lengths to 

show comparisons. Sometimes they 

have bars that are vertical, and 

sometimes they…The length of each 

bar is proportional to the value it 

represents. Each point on the line 

has two coordinates. It has an x 

coordinate and a y coordinate. 

Notice that the slope of a line is a 

constant. It doesn't change. 

➢ Instructions 

To solve for x, divide both sides of 

the equation by; To calculate this, 

take the difference between the y 

coordinates; To find the slope, take 

the change in speed in a period of 

time, and divide it by… 

➢ Recommendations and Decisions 

I think you should…He is trying to 

decide which airplane should land 

next;  I think you’d be a better 

president; It's either the battery or 

something worse, etc. 

➢ Understanding graphical 

information in English  

➢ Giving an oral presentation and 

answer questions about pie 

graphs. 
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shown in this graph include… 

Another important factor is…  

• Comparisons: what is the second 

most important factor?  More than 

60% of the respondents were 

satisfied with their job. 

U7 Dealing with Stress 

 

U8 Genes and Gene Therapy 

 

• Pre-listening strategies 

• Identifying Main Ideas 

• Note Taking 

• Processing Details 

• Determining the Relationships 

between Ideas 

• Guessing Vocabulary from 

Context 

• Recognizing and Using Word 

Stress 
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C1 -> C1-Bridge 
C1->C1 Bridge Unit & Lessons Main Learning Points Topics / Comments 

U1.  The Secret Code 

Setting a Trap 

The Suspects 

The Investigation 

Guilty or Not Guilty? 

Focus Exercises 

 Adverb and Noun clauses (that 

someone had gotten in, when 

the files were opened) 

 Past Possibilities (may have 

opened the drawer) 

 Past Conditionals (if she went 

to the office, she couldn’t have…) 

 Modals and Degrees of 

Certainty and Logical 

Necessity (must have, could 

have, may have) 

 Making Conditionals and Past 

Inferences  

➢ Examining evidence and drawing 

conclusions as they try to solve a 

mystery. 

➢ This unit follows up C1 which also 

focuses on Conditionals. 

➢ Important language for problem-

solving, and for giving reasons. 

U2.  Matrix Vocabulary 

Historical Figures 

Disasters 

Great Accomplishments 

 

 Vocabulary related to global 

issues, history, trends and 

news events 

 Adjective, Adverb and Noun 

clauses (She succeeded to the 

throne when she was 17 years 

old.) 

 Adjective phrases (Winner of 

the Nobel Peace Prize, Nelson 

Mandela…) 

 Gerunds and Infinitives (with 

some parts getting no rainfall, 

too hot for matter to exist) 

➢ Extends vocabulary in subject areas 

necessary for academic and 

general studies. 

➢ Oral and written follow-up 

assignments build presentation 

skills. 

U3.  Matrix Vocabulary 

A World Timeline 

Distinctive places 

Matrix Game 

 Vocabulary related to global 

issues, history, trends and 

news events 

 Adjective, Adverb and Noun 

clauses (Much of the material 

that formed our solar system) 

 Adjective phrases (Located in 

northern South America, the 

Amazon is one of the world's 

most important regions.) 

 Gerunds and Infinitives (The 

first ships sailed around the 

world in 1522, proving that the 

Earth was round.) 

➢ Extends vocabulary in subject areas 

necessary for academic and 

general studies. 

➢ Oral and written follow-up 

assignments build presentation 

skills. 

U4- Perspectives of a Child 

Psychiatrist 

7 parts 

 Listening 1-7 

 

 

U5 UFOs:  For and Against 

Presentation 

 Citing Evidence, Reason, and 

Argumentation (according to, 

➢ Students learn to analyze an 

argument. 
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For or Against? 

Drake’s Equation 

Rulers and Clocks 

Sentence Reordering 

given the fact that, it has been 

well established…) 

 Logical Necessity, Degrees of 

Certainty (impossibility, unlikely, 

must accept the fact, not 

unreasonable, might have) 

 Speculations, Implied 

Conditionals (it would mean 

that..., they might have 

discovered) 

 Qualification and Logical 

Connectors (however, even if, 

this means, just, only, on the 

contrary, otherwise, as a result) 

 Sentence Ordering and 

Pronoun Reference (it, this 

means, this, as a result, such a) 

➢ Building arguments and counter 

arguments. 

 

➢ Builds note-taking and 

summarization skills. 

U6  Video Interactions 

Telephone for Business 

Friends on the Telephone 

UFO Interview 

Press Conference 

 Giving Advice, Speculating, and 

use of the Telephone. 

 Implied conditionals 

Provides a model for role-plays and for 

being interviewed. 

U7 Environment Protection  Part 1 - 3  

 


